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‘I expect to pass through the world but once. Any good therefore that I can do, or any
kindness I can show to any creature, let me do it now. Let me not defer it, for I shall not
pass this way again’.
—Stephen Grellet, 1773-1855, Quaker.

Cover image: This is QCA’s leaflet to help raise awareness of animal suffering in war.
© Ann Johnson.
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FRIENDLY NEWS
REPORT ON QCA AGM AT FRIENDS’ HOUSE ON MAY 7 2011
We decided this year to invite the Quaker Peace & Social Witness linked group Turning
the Tide to facilitate our day.
Their raison d’être is to advance and promote the understanding of non-violence for positive
structural change. Though they are not issue-based, they spring from the peace movement.
As the focus of social action has widened, so has the work of Turning the Tide.
Steve Whiting and Kiyo Miyamoto, our Turning the Tide facilitators were offering us tools
for our strategic thinking, to help us:
To be more effective – to better unite and focus ourselves – and to become more empowered.
We worked on a SWOT analysis, identifying our strengths and opportunities, our weaknesses
and what might be threats to our success.
We then each wrote down a suggestion for an issue to discuss in a structured way.
These ranged from “stop vivisection”,“ban factory farming”,“wean humans off dairy products
and on to veganism” to asking each Area Meeting to lay a purple wreath for remembrance
of animals in war, asking for dedicated aisles in supermarkets for non animal-tested toiletries,
campaigning for CCTV in all abattoirs, and asking for a ban on the conventional use of whips
in horse racing.
Four groups formed to discuss the following issues:
1. Further development of interfaith links
2. Unregulated breeding of companion animals.
3. Use of the conventional whip in horse racing
4. Farmed animal welfare
We were shown how to use the Pillars of Power analysis, which identifies the entities and
perceptions which support a particular abuse.Thus a daunting problem can be broken down
into its component parts, which could prove more amenable targets for action.
We hope that QCA members attending this innovative AGM came away inspired and newly
enthused about our task. If we did not cover all the favourite issues of members, we have
been offered tools applicable to working on all areas of concern that might crop up in future.
The committee has several ideas to pursue, of which more later in this issue.
It is important to know that by analysing our tasks and attempting to identify a component
which it might be possible to modify, we can regain hope and feel more empowered to
work for and support our suffering fellow beings. As we are a faith-based group, it is good
to remember that this support can be as much spiritual as practical.
For more information on Turning the Tide and how they might help you, please see:
www.turning-the-tide.org or contact Steve Whiting at Friends’ House on
stevew@quaker.org.uk Tel: 01 7663 1061
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THANKS TO ANN JOHNSON
After four productive years on the committee, Ann stepped down at the May 2011 AGM.
We would all like to express our appreciation and thanks to her for having given so much
to QCA, especially during that time. Ann has been an extraordinarily creative force – not
just in her generous gifts of images for our use – but in advice, letter writing and thinking
about how we work and might best proceed.
Highlights have been the creation of an Area Meeting-wide role as correspondent for QCA,
so that 7 Local Meetings in Sussex East are now fully informed on what we are and what
we try to do for the animals.
Thanks to Ann and our friend and member Bill Palethorpe, the Purple Poppy for the
Remembrance of Animals in Conflict campaign made a significant impact in Eastbourne and
entailed much dedicated work. We know that with Ann’s continued involvement, it will go
from strength to strength.
Many members will remember Judith Treanor, who was for several years our treasurer.After
a well-earned break, during which Judith continued to promote QCA work among Devon
& Cornwall Friends, Judith has agreed to return to play an active role on the committee,
for which we thank her.
Welcome back, Judith!
Meditation for Tony’s release
For two years our meditation group has met in spirit at 5pm each Sunday. Our purpose is
to meditate positively and lovingly for the safe passage to a suitable sanctuary for Tony, a
Siberian tiger.Tony is kept in a steel cage as an ‘attraction’ at the tiger Truck Stop, Grosse
Tête, Louisiana and, over the years, many individuals, groups and organisations have continued
to campaign for Tony’s release to a sanctuary. In December, when his owner’s permit to keep
a tiger will not be renewed, a decision will finally be made as to Tony’s future. We continue
to meditate in faith for the best outcome for Tony, whatever and wherever that may be.
Tony is incarcerated, and yet he has proved to be a positive and powerful force for good.
He is the reason our ‘5pm group’ began and over the time we have been meeting, many
other animals have entered our circle of light. Some have come individually, others in large
groups. Tony remains in a central position until his release.
Most of ‘our’ animals have been and are cruelly treated by individuals and organisations.There
have been happy outcomes, such as the removal of three ex-circus elephants from an abusive
owner in Texas. While life for all three elephants has now considerably improved, with Tina
and Jewel well cared for in Los Angeles zoo, there is still some concern for Queenie, now
known as Boo and living with Lucky at San Antonio zoo, Texas. In Defence for Animals
continues to campaign for her.We have lost touch with other animals but we trust that they
are protected through our continuing meditation.
Mindful of the many people around the world who so bravely work in practical ways to help
vulnerable animals like these, we have faith that our prayerful meditation will uphold both
them, and the animals they seek to help.
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Wherever you are, we warmly welcome you to join us at 5pm British time each Sunday to
positively and lovingly focus on Tony’s well-being and safety and his journey to a better life.
Length of meditation is an individual choice and personally I conclude my prayer time by
holding in the light ‘all animals in dark places we may not know about’.The light will find them.
~ Ann Johnson.
The legal background to the work to free Tony can be found further on in this issue under
United States.
A meditation
Each member of our 5pm group finds their own way to meditate prayerfully. But you might
like to try the following which is offered by our f/Friend and group member, Elizabeth
Rowland-Elliott, a qualified Reiki practitioner.
Switch off the phone and find a comfortable place where you will not be disturbed. Sit with
feet flat on the floor, spine straight, head erect, hands resting on knees or on a cushion in
your lap. Take your awareness to your breathing; breathe in deeply through nose and out
through pursed lips. Lift shoulders to ears, release. Bend chin towards chest and slowly take
to the right shoulder and back to chest, then to left shoulder and back to centre. Move your
head back into a comfortable, upright position.
Focus attention on a candle flame or flowers, or a large piece of crystal – pink rose quartz
brings healing and love. Focus on the shape, colour, size and see things you have never noticed
before. Connect with your whole being. If it is music, hear tones and notes you have never
previously heard. Close eyes.
Keeping head erect, take your awareness to your feet. Feel how they are firmly fixed to
the earth, perhaps wrapped around a silver crystal. At the same time, see pearl white light
passing into the top of your head and in front of you, visualise one of our animals wrapped
in a golden bubble of light. Notice there is a silver star above them and watch them float
to a place of sanctuary in the light. When they are safely delivered to sanctuary, return and
deliver the next. Trust that this is happening. Do not rush this process; our animals will feel
this energy and will be comforted.
When you have completed the task, be aware of where you are and give thanks to the light.
Now move your feet, scrunch toes, rub palms of hands together and place lightly over your
face. Feel the healing energy and give thanks. Open your eyes before moving and drink a
glass of mineral water.
~ To join this group, please contact Elizabeth: lizbethreiki@yahoo.co.uk
World Day for Animals in Laboratories in Manchester
Quaker Concern for Animals was represented at this protest on April 16 by the clerk,
treasurer and three members, Hanna Moorcroft from the Wirral and Alan and Mary
Betteridge from Halifax.
On a sunny day in Whitworth Park, conveniently located near the University of Manchester
campus, we began with speeches from the campaigners, who included Richard De Boo,
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formerly of Animals Count, Helder Constantino of the National Anti-Vivisection Society/
Animal Defenders International and our patron André Menache.
He reminded us that it is crucial to get MPs on our side - they have the power to change
legislation and we need to enlist their support.The only MP with qualifications in life sciences
was convinced by the literature to endorse our cause.
The rally moved down Oxford Road, pausing at the Stopford Building, where much testing
on animals takes place.We continued into Albert Square, where there were more speeches.
It was good to meet Liz Tyson, new director of Captive Animals’ Protection Society.
André Menache, as a veterinarian, offered the group his expertise.
Please see www.wdail.org for more information on the event.
Please also note that André Menache’s report Toxic Waste has a link on our site.
The near-death experience of a Cartesian philosopher
Animals he regarded as automata … devoid of feeling - Bertrand Russell on Descartes
There was a man who saw the soul as for man alone,
so dogs and the poor rest must go without.
He made a shout of it, as if knowing best,
but the real test came when he himself fell upon death’s floor
and on his hands and knees he saw amongst the dust
creatures with eyes, with blood the stuff of any blood:
a hare or consciousness. Men are different: they have a soul
can die as well as any man, have its spark
clean shot from its heart in a sharp rendering, its soul
lending light to the big behind-the-scenes white.
Returning from this, the man was wide
to open his framework entire, and straight
from his mind’s laboratory, he
let all the living creatures out,
himself included.
~ Fiona Owen © www.rhwng.com

FRIENDS’ HOUSE CATERING
Paul Grey, Head of Hospitality, writes:
In 2010 we brought our catering standards in line with the Soil Association’s Food for Life
catering mark. The Restaurant was awarded the Silver Mark. Hospitality Catering and the
Café was not submitted, as our percentage of freshly prepared items on site did not match
the criteria, but we have moved things forward so they should get included when this is
renewed in August.
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A brief overview of areas of work/development:
Fish - In February this year, we were accredited with the Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC) chain of custody for supplying sustainable fish. This currently covers specifically
Salmon and Hake, although we are using other MSC products.
Eggs - We have moved our use of whole eggs to organic free-range, supplied by Rookery
Farm in Sussex or Spring Farm in Essex.
Meat – We have recently taken on Longwood Farm, an organic farm in Suffolk, as a new
supplier. We have a weekly direct delivery of organic meat products from them; due to our
demand, we cannot reply on them solely as a supplier, and are looking to source other
organic farms.
Dairy – We have used organic milk since 2009 and have committed to purchasing organic
butter, cream and cheese where these are bought as a whole product. CIWF have brought
out a Good Dairy Award this year which we will look to apply for.
Procurement – We were short listed for the City of London Sustainability Awards for
the work we have done with our catering procurement to make Friends House a more
sustainable venue.
Vegan – In November 2010, we signed up to the Vegan Society’s ‘Vegan Friendly’ promise
to promote vegan products within the building. We aim as a standard to ensure that there
is a vegan alternative to all products served.
~ Many thanks to Paul and to Adam Pannell at Friends’ House Hospitality for the very
hard work he has done to meet demanding criteria.
We are delighted to hear that two Green Meat-Free days take place at Friends’ House
each week – Monday and Friday.
VISIT TO ATHENS
Our members Mandy and David Nunns spent an inspiring time in Greece in spring this
year.
A Greek family, unusually for Greece vegan, offers B&B to visitors in their home in the
countryside on the Riviera of Attica, south of Athens.
Mandy writes:
We had a wonderful week with Nick and Debbie, who share their home with rescued animals,
learned a lot about Greek culture and society and our hosts, having read our Quaker leaflets,
said they themselves were Quakers without knowing it!
We discussed the plight of animals in Greece: so many homeless dogs and cats to be seen on
every corner, with very few animal shelters and no effective neutering programme. People
consequently resort to poisoning as a control. Life expectancy of strays is two years, as
animals fall victim also to freezing winters, starvation and road injuries.
Greek perception of animals is affected by the fact that the Orthodox Church unfortunately
teaches that animals have no souls.
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It was a privilege to meet a family who love animals for spiritual rather than sentimental
reasons and we all recognised that this was central to our way of thinking and the driving
force of our spiritual journeys.
Over the years, Nick and Debbie have rescued many animals and were volunteers at the
Glyfada Turtle Rescue in Athens, one of the first in the Mediterranean. It was amazing for
us to see these massive ancient creatures close up, with bolts and screws mending them,
rather than sutures!
Antiopi, a 45 year old loggerhead turtle, rescued after suffering head injuries from a boat
propeller off the island of Zakynthos, is now living at Scarborough Sea Life Centre and Marine
Sanctuary, as she was unable to be returned to the wild. The centre celebrated World Turtle
Day in May and is raising the profile of the new Turtle Rescue Centre in Zakynthos to gain
public support.
If you are interested in a rewarding holiday near Athens and the Temple of Sounion, Nick
and Debbie would be happy to hear from you: nikaldeb@yahoo.gr
QCA note: We have funded the organisations Greek Animal Welfare and Greek Animal
Rescue, the latter most recently in October 2010.
www.gawf.org.uk
www.greekanimalrescue.com
ARCHELON’s Sea Turtle Rescue Centre
The Sea Turtle Rescue Centre in Glyfada utilizes the work of volunteers to help rehabilitate
sea turtles found injured on the beaches and seas of Greece.Volunteers stay for either six
months through the European Voluntary Service, or independently for at least four weeks.
They are also supported by local volunteers.
Most sea turtles are injured by being accidentally caught in fishing nets or on large fishing
hooks.A significant number is further injured by deliberate injuries from the fishermen who
catch them, and these injuries are mostly on the head. Some fishermen deliver injured sea
turtles to the port police, while others put them back in the water to be found later on the
nearby coasts.Those who are lucky enough are found while they are still alive and with the
help of locals and the port police they are transferred to the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre in Glyfada.
Turtles that arrive at the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre are given daily treatment to heal their
injuries or illness and are kept in sea-water tanks until they are ready to safely return to
the sea. This can take from a few months to several years.
Around fifty turtles arrive at the Rescue Centre every year, and about 60% of them survive
and are released back into the sea. Most turtles arrive during the spring and summer; this
is the time turtles come to the nesting beaches to reproduce. We receive very few turtles
during the winter months, although we still receive many reports of turtles found dead.
All injured turtles are given a name by the people who find them or by the volunteers who
receive them and attend to their treatment. Some turtles are adopted by people who wish
to support our work financially; this is significant help to our difficult and expensive task,
since the government and its agencies which are responsible for these animals offer very
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little financial help.There are currently 15 turtles at the Sea Turtle Rescue Centre, with a
variety of injuries and durations of stay.
~ Nikos Vallianos January 29, 2011
www.archelon.gr
The Vegans have landed! - IVF Spain June 2011
Dozens of vegans from twenty-four countries converged on the coastal town of Rincón de
la Victoria for the 13th International Vegan Festival.
The aim of the festival was to support and promote the vegan lifestyle as a healthy, ethically
and ecologically responsible alternative to the consumption of meat and animal products
which are increasingly having a devastating effect on malnourished people in the developing
world, unhealthy people in the West, all non-human animals and the earth.
The festival consisted of sixty events from daily yoga to ethnic entertainment such as
flamenco music; circle dancing; a jazz trio and an Indian music night. There were daily
cookery demonstration and stalls.
Lectures were grouped under various themes, namely Veganism Worldwide – Animal
Exploitation & Animal Rights Campaigning – Leisure & Culture – Nutrition, Sport & Fitness
– The Educational System & the Law from a vegan perspective – The Way Forward. A
group of London Jains gave interesting talks on “Jain Vegans” and “The Dairy industry in
India – an undercover operation”. Marti Kheel from the USA spoke on “Gender, Flesh and
Dietary Identity” tracing back to the connections between non-human animal abuse and
exploitation to slavery; speciesism and sexism.
The facts speak for themselves: 1% of world adults own 40% of the assets. 44% of Brazilian
soil is used for animal feed and some 80% of their vast soya crop is fed to animals. 40% of
fishes are thrown back dead, unwanted. Fish stocks worldwide were decimated in the 20th
century and if we continue at the present rate all stocks will have gone by 2040.
Humans have destroyed around 85% of the world’s trees in the mango swamps.These used
to lessen the impact of tsunamis and were a place for young fish to develop safely. In the
Amazon region of Brazil, there are 75 million cows which exceed the human population.
In theory, the meat & dairy industry is gearing up to double its output by 2050, when
the human population will hit 9bn. However, many experts think this increase will be
environmentally unsustainable. Humans are the only mammal to regularly consume nonhuman milk and other dairy items, and eggs from chickens. Most people then continue to
do so throughout adulthood.
Unfairness seems to be built into the system - the average UK child uses the resources of
eight Indian children. Approximately half of the world’s harvest is fed to sentient animals
for meat, which is only about 10% efficient, whilst world hunger is increasing. However,
people in the developing world are increasingly switching to a meat & dairy diet, resulting
in Western diseases with, for example, one third of African women and a quarter of the
men now being overweight.
This was a thought-provoking and uplifting festival which left many of us wondering
whether we humans, who have so much power and knowledge in the 21st century, will have
the wisdom and humility to live in peace and harmony with the rest of nature.
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Two booklets with a wealth of advice & facts are:“Plant based nutrition” a Vegan Society publication
and “Ecological Consequences of Meat Consumption” available from the European Vegetarian
Union.
~ Bill Palethorpe hobdell@fastmail.fm 01323 411707
QCA CAMPAIGNING
PURPLE POPPY CAMPAIGN 2011
On Remembrance Sunday, 13 November, QCA members will lay wreaths of purple poppies
at war memorials in Birkenhead, Eastbourne, Hastings, Leeds,Warrington and at the Animals
War Memorial in Park Lane, London.This is in remembrance of all the military, farmed, zoo
and domestic animals who continue to suffer and die through warfare. In addition, in the
UK alone, an estimated 20,000 animals are killed each year in arms, biological and chemical
weapons experiments.
The simple, peaceful action of placing a circle of purple poppies alongside the many red
wreaths is a powerful way to raise awareness of this shocking animal suffering.
Last month, QCA sent a sent a letter to all Local Meetings in the UK, inviting them to
encourage Friends to support the campaign by laying a wreath.The letter was accompanied
by a colourful, double-sided A5 leaflet: ‘Animals: the forgotten victims of war’ together with the
Animal Aid information leaflet ‘Remembering the animal victims of war’.
Wreaths and purple poppies can be purchased direct from Animal Aid. Their information
leaflets are free of charge. Contact them at: www.animalaid.org.uk. Tel: 01732 364546.
If you would like more QCA leaflets, please contact Ann Johnson:
ann.john377@btinternet.com or Bill Palethorpe: hobdell@fastmail.fm
In September of 2010, Clissold Deer Park in Stoke Newington was criticised for failing to
protect the animals under its care when intruders broke into the deer enclosure, causing
one deer to break her leg, resulting in her being euthanised the next day.The incident raised
major concerns on the lack of expertise of staff and vets and the inadequacy of the enclosure,
whose perimeter fence could easily be breached.
In February 2011, another deer died, this time as a result of being attacked by a dog who had
breached the perimeter fence. Not only did this highlight the failure to rectify the problems
with the enclosure for the safety of the animals, but a vet report to establish the cause of
death confirmed that staff at the park had seen the doe after the attack and, despite seeing
her “recumbent”, did not call the vets. She was found dead in the morning.
Classed as exempt from the Zoo Licensing Act 1981 due to its small size, Clissold Park is not
monitored or regulated by an external authority and thus polices itself.
A local group set up a campaign to close the zoo and our committee member Viktoria
Nealis joined on our behalf. QCA had contacted the local council to ask for the zoo to be
closed and the animals relocated to more suitable accommodation.
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Vickie writes:
Representing QCA, I joined about 15 people picketing at the gate of Clissold Deer Park on March
19. Many local people were interested, though some mothers were against the deer being removed
permanently, as the children loved to see them.
In July, I hosted a meeting to decide on a few action points, including operating under the name of
Clissold Park Animal Concern (CPAC) and taking a co-operative approach in dealings with
the council, with Clissold Park User Group (CPUG) and with Clissold Park staff. Our overall objective
remains the rehoming of the animals, but unless or until that can be achieved we are still concerned
about the welfare of the animals and would like to be allowed to be a stakeholder group to be
consulted in any considerations affecting the care of the animals.
A blog and Facebook page was set up and the group is invited to visit the park to monitor and
report back on the animals and any goings on that are relevant - the goats are of some concern,
as that they did not seem too good on their feet.
CPUG, which also agrees that an inner city park can never meet the needs of the animals or offer
them adequate safety - a view that was borne out during the recent renovation works when several
animals and birds died over a relatively short period of months through inadequate attention paid to
their care - are keen on having CCTV installed, which the council will not fund. A suggested solution
was to have a dedicated area for dogs on the western side of the park and away from the animals.
CPAC are still collecting signatures for the petition under Clissold Park Zoowatch, the original group.
The meeting was attended by 11 members, with local Green Party activists, including the Animal
Rights Group spokesperson who is also a vet, and the very helpful wildlife police officer Sgt. Sue Wright.
On July 13, the following recommendations were made by CPAC:
1. We feel the angled fencing should be maintained along the inner pathway and at the same
height as the perimeter fencing in order to better safeguard the animals.
2. Given that the park has a history of attacks from vandals and, as mentioned at the user group
meeting, just the other week there was a stabbing, it is vital to provide CCTV around the animal
enclosures as a deterrent against future possible attacks on the animals.
3. Care must be given to ensure that no events held at the park are likely to cause distress to the
animals. In particular, noise levels must be kept within reasonable levels, no fireworks should be
set off and there should be no bright lights anywhere near the animals.
4. We find it heartening that park staff have undergone some degree of animal husbandry training
at Hackney City Farm, but would still like to see staff have additional, more deer-focused, training
from the deer manager.
5. We would like to see park staff maintain a daily log detailing their care of the animals.
6. Emergency contact numbers should be made clear at relevant locations in the park to members
of the public should they see any animal injured or in distress and in urgent need of attention,
including veterinary attention.
7. 24 hour on-call emergency veterinary care should be available for all the animals and park staff
to be fully aware of on-call procedures should an emergency occur.
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The Captive Animals’ Protection Society (CAPS) is also taking an active interest in this
matter. www.captiveanimals.org
~ QCA is grateful to Vickie Nealis for her continued work on this important matter.
The Whip in Horseracing
In common with Animal Aid and other animal rights and welfare groups and individuals,
Quaker Concern for Animals has always been extremely perturbed by the whipping of
horses – the only animal it is legal to beat in this country.
In April 2011, a combination of events led us to devote deeper thought to this issue. As a
result of the behaviour of Jason Maguire, the jockey on Ballabriggs, the winning horse in
the Grand National, there was even more disgust expressed by the general public about
the whipping of horses than about the height of the fences.
On April 11, an excellent article by James Lawton, sports correspondent of the Independent
appeared, entitled Now we see the real use of the whip – to drive a horse past endurance.
To the outsider, the rational response to the whipping of horses, examined in great detail in
Animal Aid reports, such as the very comprehensive and recent Beaten to the Line, would
seem to be to ban the whip completely. However, the governing body, the British Horseracing
Authority (BHA), stipulates that jockeys must carry a whip.
On April 21, the Telegraph reported that Towcester racecourse, one of the 60 in the country,
took the decision, from Oct 5 and at all fixtures afterwards, to ban the conventional use of
whips. Races will henceforth be run under rules currently in place for the ‘hands and heels’
series of races.
“This series, run in conjunction with the British and Northern racing schools, is staged at
a number of tracks both Flat and jumping, and is ostensibly to teach inexperienced jockeys
and amateur riders how to get the best out of a horse without recourse to the whip.
One of the rules of that series is that jockeys must carry a whip. They can pull it through
from one hand to the other as often as they like and hit a horse down the shoulder with it
in a backhand position. However, they cannot smack a horse down the neck in the forehand
position, behind the saddle or encourage it by waving the whip parallel to its head.”
QCA discussed the issue at our AGM on May 7.
After consultation with Animal Aid, and with the RSPCA, via our Scientific Advisor, Angela
Walder, we wrote to commend the Towcester directors for this step in the right direction.
We also wrote to the British Horseracing Authority and The Jockey Club to ask them to endorse
this ban on the conventional whip.
However, the subject was already under investigation. On April 29, the BHA had confirmed
the timescales for the reviews being carried out into the Rules of Racing relating to use of
the whip, the findings would be published and agreed actions implemented by October 2011.
We noted that the RSPCA is closely involved in this review and a letter was published in
the Independent on May 10 by their Equine Consultant David Muir.
The welfare of horses is a particularly Quakerly concern; it was the book Black Beauty which,
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in 1877, some 20 years before QCA was inaugurated, was instrumental in raising awareness
about the compassionate treatment of this wonderful animal – and the author Anna Sewell
was of Quaker stock.
QCA has now written to the 59 racecourses which still operate under the current rules,
asking them to emulate the Towcester decision, and are appealing for the support of The
British Equine Veterinary Association, World Horse Welfare and rescue groups. We have written
to the Minister for Sport, Hugh Robertson, and are also eliciting the opinions of the racing
correspondents of the national press.
At the RSPCA AGM on June 25, the following motion was proposed by our Scientific
Advisor, Angela Walder, seconded by Dr. Richard Ryder:
This AGM resolves that the RSPCA should call for
1) The whip should only be used for safety purposes, in the backhand position.
2) That the penalty for contravening the above rule should be forfeiture of the race and
purse by the jockey, the owner and the trainer – not the horse.
3) That there should be improvements made to the Grand National course and
consideration given as to the fitness of the horses entered – both of these being with
a view to improving safety.
This was passed almost unanimously, but later dismissed by the BHA as ‘a stunt’.
The clerk attended the AGM and, after the passing of this Motion, spoke from the floor,
introducing QCA and making the point that we were very happy to work with the RSPCA
and Animal Aid on this issue.
Animal Aid’s position: We call for a ban on the use of the whip in racing. It is our view that jockeys
should be allowed to carry a whip but be prohibited from using it except in an extreme situation
where safety is genuinely an issue – e.g. if the trajectory of the horse changes so as to put the
horse, rider or spectators in danger.
www.animalaid.org.uk. Go to Campaigns.
We await more information after the BHA report in October.
Australia: ‘No more whips!’
The Coalition for the Protection of Racehorses in Australia also demands the use of
whips in horse racing come to an end.
“The fact that the racing industry condones whipping animals in this day and age is a disgrace,”
says Elio Celotto, Campaign Manager for the Coalition for the Protection of Racehorses.
“Eliminating whipping from horse racing would create a level playing field whereby horses
were allowed to run on their merits.We would have the same number of winners. No jobs
would be lost and horses would not suffer.”
Whipping was banned in Norway in 1982 without any negative impact on horse racing.
A study released earlier this year by Professor Paul McGreevy of the Faculty of Veterinary
Science, Sydney University, concluded that whipping a horse does not make it run faster in
the closing stages of a race. (1)
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He concludes his study by saying “under an ethical framework that considers costs paid by horses
against benefits accrued by humans, these data make whipping tired horses in the name of sport
very difficult to justify. However, it is worth noting that other ethical frameworks would not condone
the practice even if it did cause horses to run faster.”
The Australian Veterinary Association’s policy on the use of whips is currently under review.
The new policy to be considered reads: “Whips should not be used to increase a horse’s speed
in a race. The use of the whip can cause excessive pain and it is a welfare issue when used on
horses while racing.
If the policy change takes place as expected, the Racing Industry will find it impossible to
justify the use of whips on racehorses. [QCA does not yet know the result of this review.]
Reference (1) An Investigation of Racing Performance and Whip Use by Jockeys in
Thoroughbred Races.
David Evans, Paul McGreevy, Faculty of Veterinary Science, University of Sydney, Sydney.
~ Elio Celotto, Campaign Manager. Enquiries@horseracingkills.com
A Black Beauty
Born in Hungary, Bogar was brought to England to pull a funeral carriage. When he
developed a slight lameness, he was no further ‘use’ to his owners and was on the way to
the slaughterhouse - until he was intercepted and rescued by Hillside Animal Sanctuary...
They report:
“You may be interested to know that some of Hillside’s rescued horses are enjoying the
summer, grazing in a meadow neighbouring the estate where Anna Sewell, author of Black
Beauty, often stayed with her uncle. Anna Sewell, back in the mid Victorian period was, in
her own way, a campaigner for animal welfare and very much a ‘local girl’. We hope that, if
Anna had been alive today, she would be pleased to know that Hillside Animal Sanctuary
is located so close to her.
Anna Sewell, from a Quaker family, is buried in a Quaker cemetery in Lamas, which is just
up the road from us. We were only too pleased to be able to offer Bogar a home with us
at Hillside, and it seems very fitting that he will live out his days near where Anna has been
laid to rest.”
www.hillside.org.uk
.... there is no religion without love, and people may talk as much as they like about
their religion, but if it does not teach them to be good and kind to man and beast, it
is all a sham....”
~ Anna Sewell. Black Beauty. 1877
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INTERVIEW WITH AN ANTI-BULLFIGHT CAMPAIGNER
– JORDI CASAMITJANA.
The ethologist Jordi Casamitjana has given QCA invaluable advice to help us in our
participation in the anti-bullfight campaigns, most especially when we wrote to the Catalan
government in 2010 asking them to vote for the ban.We are grateful to him again for agreeing
to answer our questions on his work:
1. Is the campaign against bullfighting, wherever it exists, your main animal protection concern –
and why?
Not really. I am concerned about all animals, and I would like to be involved, in one way
or another, in all the campaigns to help and protect them. What happens is the way I
personally work is that I choose an animal issue and I dedicate myself to it for a few years
until I feel I have contributed significantly -even if only a little bit- to solve the problem,
and then I change the issue. In this way I plan to cover as many animals as possible during
my lifetime, and at the same time I can give the appropriate attention to each issue. It
just happens that in the last few years the subject has been bullfighting, but before that
it was hunting, before that, public aquaria, before that, exotic pets, captive animals, zoos,
primates and so on. In the animal protection movement, not many people work in this
way, but it fits my quasi “obsessive” personality, coupled with a need to try new things
and places.
I must say, though, that if for whatever reason I was forced to choose just one animal issue,
it is quite likely I would choose bullfighting, because it really is an obstacle that impedes
the advance of many animal protection solutions. How can we hope to stop the use of
animals for research, medicine or food if we not only tolerate it for entertainment, but
celebrate it and make the torturers heroes? It is one of the worse forms of animal abuse,
since it is done in public with cheering crowds, children present, institutional and religious
endorsement, and intellectual and artistic justification. Bullfighting does encapsulate the
worst of humanity, but it does it more from a symbolic point of view rather than from a
transcendent point of view. Quantitatively speaking, it is the food industry which creates
more suffering and more often, and it does that everywhere in the world.This is why for
me, being vegan and promoting veganism, is also a very important aspect of my life and
my work, since choosing just to help one animal who is tortured in nine countries and
ignoring many others tortured in all the world’s countries would be quite unsatisfactory
for me.
2. How has the fact that you are an ethologist specifically helped you to contribute to the antibullfight campaigns?
It has certainly helped, because it gave me the scientific approach needed to address the
issue and reveal the truth about it. When I first decided to move into the bullfighting
issue, I researched around the subject in order to figure out what was lacking in the antibullfighting movement and how I could fill these gaps. I concluded that I could contribute
in three ways. Firstly, thanks to the different languages I speak and for the fact that I myself
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am a cultural hybrid, I could help to build bridges between anti-bullfighting movements in
different countries and different continents, so a truly international movement could be
created and everyone could quickly learn from each other and become more efficient.
Secondly, due to the fact that most animal protection people could not cope with going
to watch a bullfight in order to obtain video or photographic evidence of what is going
on there, and I have the stamina, the technique and the eye to do this sort of thing, I
could witness on behalf of everyone this sort of atrocity and obtain images and footage
of the bull’s suffering, not only in the classic bullfights that everyone knows, from Spain,
but also the lesser known types from other countries. And thirdly, due to my scientific
background, I could study the bulls’ behaviour and contribute to the abolitionist movement
as an ethologist, since I could not find other ethologists who were doing that at the time.
I feel that I somehow succeeded in filling the gaps in these three voids. I indeed ended
up meeting the anti-bullfighting movement in all the nine countries where there is a
bullfighting industry, and helped to get several groups in touch with each other and to
pass experience and information between them –individually, but also in local and national
meetings, and in international summits held regularly in different countries. I attended and
recorded all type of bullfights in the world and produced images and videos that illustrate
the bulls’ suffering, even in those events where the bull is not killed, or those which people
may think are less cruel. And finally, I did produce scientific opinion which culminated in
my speech as an ethologist at the Commission of Environment of the Parliament of
Catalonia, which contributed to the eventual ban on bullfighting in that country in 2010.
3. Apart from your home region of Catalonia, in which country or area do you see most progress
being made towards the abolition of bullfighting – and why?
Since I first got involved in anti-bullfighting campaigning in 2006, all countries that have
bullfighting have progressed a lot. I have always said that the anti-bullfighting movement is
growing everywhere, and at the same time the bullfighting industry is in crisis everywhere,
so the end of bullfighting is inevitable, but it is our duty to accelerate its natural death.
Every year, about 250,000 bulls are tortured by this industry, so the faster we stop it, the
more animals we will help.
However, the country that has perhaps advanced more in the last few years on this
issue is Ecuador. I visited the country in 2006 and again in 2008, and I already saw a big
difference then.This, it must be said, was caused both by a growth in the anti-bullfighting
movement, but also by a change of government from right to left. In a few years, they
managed to ban the broadcasting of bullfighting on national TV, having the first municipality
in America which declared itself anti-bullfighting - Baños - and banning the admission of
children under 16 years old to bullfights in Guayaquil. In 2011, they have gone even further,
since President Rafael Correa added a question about banning bullfighting in a national
referendum voted on 7th May, which could well lead to an actual bullfighting ban in the
not too distant future. And this, in a country where in 2006 I saw a very well established
industry that made them the fourth most important bullfighting country in the world.
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4. In your view, what were the factors which brought about the success of the Catalan campaign?
Things never happen in isolation, and certainly the success in Catalonia was the result of
many factors.The most important probably is the length of time that the animal protection
movement there had been campaigning on the issue, changing people’s perceptions. It
was in Catalonia where the animal protection movement in Spain was born in the mid
80’s - with the organization ADDA, which still exists today - and although this movement
is now present in all Spanish regions, in Catalonia it has been active for longer and is
therefore more experienced and reaches further into society and among politicians.
This active movement started to have political results with the invention of the concept
of the anti-bullfighting town (the first one declared in 1986), in which councillors of a
municipality would vote to declare their town “anti-bullfighting and friend of animals”.
There are currently almost 100 Catalan towns that have done this. In some cases, this
was just a symbolic gesture, since no bullfighting was taking place in those towns anyway,
but in others it meant an actual local ban.
Another factor is the fact that those who promoted bullfighting in Spain did it from a
Spanish nationalistic point of view - and in this we should include the fascist dictator General
Franco -, alienating the other societies in the Iberian peninsula that had their own identity
and did not like impositions from outside, especially, as they saw it, by force. This meant
that adopting a more “European” animal protection attitude fits the average Catalonian
very well, who may feel culturally closer to his neighbours from the North than those from
the South, and who therefore did not hesitate to sign in favour of the ban when the ILP
(Popular Legislative Initiative, a legal way to create Bills through citizens’ signatures, not by
MP proposals) was chosen as the legal method to attempt to achieve the ban this time, as
other methods had been tried before without success.
And thirdly, we have the fact that this ban was achieved at a moment when the international
anti-bullfighting movement was very mature and well organised, which helped the Catalonian
movement, which at the time was -and still is - quite efficient and capable of confronting
the bullfighting industry, with good lobbying, campaigning and PR.
In addition to this there certainly were good decisions made during the campaign by
those involved, which allowed us to capitalise on all these factors. For example, bypassing
political parties by choosing the ILP method instead of relying on a MP to propose a
Bill was certainly the best decision made. This worked very well, as 180,000 signatures,
more than three times the number needed, were obtained in a third of the available
time period. Not choosing a particular established animal protection group to front the
campaign, but creating instead the brand new “social” organization called Plataforma
PROU (“Enough” in Catalan) also prevented unnecessary conflict within the movement.
Finally, perhaps one of the most difficult tactical decisions we took, which in my opinion
turned out to be the right one, was not attempting with this ILP to ban other animal
abuse activities - such as the “correbous”, which are fiestas with bulls that still occur in
the very South of Catalonia - but only attempt to ban bullfighting as such this time. This
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allowed us to get enough votes to reach the absolute majority that we needed to get this
law approved, and would not prevent us from starting to campaign against such fiestas
once the bullfighting ban had been secured.
5. Please tell us about the APC and why you decided to set it up.
The Animal Protection Consultancy is not really an organization or group, but a
business I created a couple of years ago. After having worked as an employee for many
animal protection organizations for almost 20 years, I decided that I had acquired enough
experience and reputation to start working independently in a freelance capacity. I created
the consultancy in which I do more or less what I had been doing for other organizations,
but this time on my own. It has the advantage that I have more control over the issues I
am working on and the methods I use, but the disadvantage that it is economically less
stable and there is no guarantee that I will be able to live off it forever. As a consultant,
I offer a variety of services to people or organizations. For example, I give tactical and
strategic advice for campaigning -as I did with PROU during their campaign; I produce
audiovisual material such as videos or even fiction films; I can undertake scientific or
journalistic research or coordinate investigations; I can review and even draft animal
protection legislation; I can translate campaigning material; and I can give talks and train
activists in PR; or even gather evidence of animal abuse for prosecutions.
I recognise that I probably would not be able to survive doing this on my own if I lived
somewhere other than the UK, since it is the country with more animal protection
organizations - and therefore more potential clients - which have more resources invested in
their activities and which can therefore afford my services. But I also like to be independent
and have the chance to deal with a diverse range of animal problems, helping others to do
the same. I like to promote the concept of “professional campaigner”, since I really believe
that any successful movement needs both volunteers and professionals if it wants to achieve
the maximum results, and therefore I should teach by example by becoming one.
6. Which campaigning approaches do you consider most useful for individuals and supporting
groups to take? And what is the best support we animal advocates overseas can give you antibullfight campaigners on the spot? Is there any particular action we might take in Britain to
help the bulls and horses?
Cruelty to bulls and horses in bullfighting can only be avoided with a complete ban on
all types of bullfighting everywhere in the world - the abolitionist approach - because
we have to understand that bullfighting is an international industry, and if you limit their
activities in one place, they can easily reorganise themselves and start up somewhere else.
The bulls and horses involved may be bred in different countries, fought by bullfighters
from different countries, trained in different countries, in fights taking place in bullrings
owned by people who own other rings in other countries. Therefore, to confront this
international industry, we need to do it with an international movement. This not only
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means the activists of each country where bullfighting exists, but also everyone else in
any other country may help by signing petitions, writing letters and financially supporting
anti-bullfighting organizations and their actions.
In the UK, there are several animal protection organizations which campaign against
bullfighting, such as FAACE or the League Against Cruel Sports. Internationally, WSPA,
CAS International, Humane Society International, PETA and the Franz Weber
Foundation are also organizations that have actively worked on this issue. Giving financial
support to any of these organisations, asking for it to be specifically aimed at their antibullfighting campaign may help. Also, each bullfighting country has many anti-bullfighting
organizations; we should not forget that the countries with more anti-bullfighting people
are precisely the countries where bullfighting exists, so we should never assume that
bullfighting is an “ethnic” problem associated with being Spanish or Portuguese. It would
be good to donate to them too, either from the UK, by donations online, or when
visiting their countries on holiday. These local groups are the ones that understand best
the socio-politics of their regions, and nowadays are also very proficient in campaigning
techniques, so they are the ones that would be more effective in their campaigns.
The situation is slightly different in each region of the world where different types of
bullfighting occur and the population and politicians may be more or less ready for a ban,
so the local groups are always the best to support and the ones that need it the most.
From the UK there are other things that can be done. You can complain if you see any
advert glamorising bullfighting, or any article in papers or on TV news.You can plan your
holidays in bullfighting countries by avoiding towns that have bullfighting, and trying to
spend your holiday money in those that have not - or even better, in those towns that
have declared themselves anti-bullfighting, which can be found on the CAS International
website. You can leave restaurants, bars or hotels if you see bullfighting publicity shown,
and let their owners know why. You can wear anti-bullfighting t-shirts or stickers when
on holiday.You can sign petitions that circulate on many websites and social networks.
And, of course, you can write to your MP and your MEP complaining about the fact that
some of your tax money ends up subsidising bullfighting, since the EU still, indirectly through
its agricultural policies, subsidises the bullfighting industry, although they try to deny it.
~ Jordi Casamitjana. Animal Protection Consultancy.
www.animal-protection-consult.com
Organisations which campaign against bullfighting:
League against Cruel Sports: www.league.org.uk
Fight Against Animal Cruelty in Europe: www.faace.co.uk
CAS International: www.cas-international.org
PETA: www.peta.org WSPA: www.wspa.org.uk ADDA: www.addaong.org
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BRITISH NEWS
Shy Lowen Horse and Pony Sanctuary Thornton, near Liverpool, has been in
operation since November 1999 and became a registered charity in February 2008.
Shy Lowen means ‘Home of Happiness’ in Old English.
The sanctuary follows the kindest and most compassionate training and rehabilitation
methods possible, many of which have been pioneered by Monty Roberts – an American
Horse Whisperer. Monty has been involved with horses all his life and taught himself horse
language or ‘Equus’ through observation of wild and domestic horses.This language is physical,
not verbal and he successfully uses this body language to bond and communicate with horses.
Everybody at the sanctuary is familiar with these methods and endeavours to improve at
them until we can ‘hear’ our horses whisper.
Shy Lowen rescues, rehabilitates and, where possible, re-homes any equine in need; and
provides a safe haven for life for all those not re-homeable. We operate sponsorship and
adoption schemes.
Sponsorship is available for the permanent residents of the sanctuary, the horses who cannot
be re-homed for health reasons, or because of old age.This gives people the opportunity to
help keep a horse when they may never have been in a position to do this on an individual basis.
Adoption using a permanent loan agreement is available for the healthy, rehabilitated horses.
We do this to ensure that the horse is never neglected or abused again, as we retain the right
to reclaim the horse if we feel it necessary.The Trustees of the sanctuary vet all prospective
adopters and we also inspect the premises where they will be kept.
One of the things we are most proud of is the work we do with young people.The sanctuary
is in an area where people would not generally get to spend time with horses. We have a
young team aged from 11 to 18 who have called themselves Care Committee and there are
now 55 members. One of these, Tyler, is pictured on the back cover. They learn the day to
day care of the horses, are involved in the training and rehabilitation work and on the last
Saturday of every month have a formal meeting where they are involved in the management
of the sanctuary and the strategy planning, thus providing them with life skills.
We are now completing some wonderful new buildings including an Education Centre
dedicated to providing information on the ethical care and training of equines.
In October 2009, we started the involvement of the horses and ponies in Equine Assisted
Growth and Learning programmes and Equine Assisted Psychotherapy which allows the horse’s
innate ability to mirror the human to give therapists and coaches clear insight into the
needs of the human client. The horses just have to be horses. So now rescued horses are
helping people too.
QCA note: After our investigations into the use of the whip in racing, it was significant to find, at the
clerk’s visit in May, that at Shy Lowen they do not use them.
www.shylowen.com
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DIGEST OF WELFARE AND CAMPAIGNING NEWS WORLDWIDE
AUSTRALIA – LIVE EXPORTS REVELATIONS AGAIN
An estimated 100,000 people gathered on June 18 2011 across Australian cities and regional
centres to demand an end to the live export trade.
The national day of action was supported by the RSPCA and Animals Australia, following
the ABC TV Four Corners exposé at the end of May which featured never-before seen footage
from Animals Australia’s recent investigation into the live cattle trade to Indonesia. It also
included Four Corners’ own footage, taken a month later in the same abattoirs and showing
similar atrocities as Animals Australia’s investigators had witnessed.
The Four Corners programme, ‘A Bloody Business’ showed horrific cruelty to Australian cattle
in Indonesian slaughterhouses. Federal Agriculture Minister Joe Ludwig suspended shipments
to the abattoirs pending an investigation, which was followed by a short suspension of the
trade to Indonesia.
Independent Senator Nick Xenophon and MP Andrew Wilkie introduced a private member’s
bill to parliament to ban live animal exports, phasing it in over three years, though without
any guarantee that what the government had done would solve the problem in Indonesia.
Indonesia imports about 500,000 head of cattle a year from Australia, and
that demand would need to be met through processed meat imports or live
imports from elsewhere.
New Zealand Agriculture Minister David Carter on June 11 said his country would not
under any circumstances send live cattle to Indonesia.
NZ banned live exports in 2004 following outrage over the death of 5000 sheep on an
Australian ship bound for Saudi Arabia – the ban is still in place.
The Tasmania protest organiser, our friend Suzanne Cass, believes that any plans to direct
funds to ‘improve’ slaughterhouses in Indonesia would be better spent restoring abattoir
infrastructure in Australia, and giving the 40,000 meat workers who lost their jobs as a result
of this trade their livelihoods back. It would be cheaper to provide refrigeration infrastructure
in these countries than to implement training programs that are useless and tracing systems
that the animal advocacy movement says it knows are unworkable.
A ban on live exports is supported by the Greens, of whom Adam Bandt introduced a bill
to end live exports immediately.The third and final stage was a vote on August 18.This was
preceded by well attended rallies in most state capitals on August 14. Some 5000 turned
up in Melbourne.
The Australian Greens condemned the Federal Government’s decision on July 6 to resume
live exports, saying:“The Minister has given no guarantee that animals must be stunned prior
to slaughter. Stunning must be a non-negotiable aspect of live trade.”
Some major cattle producers publicly stated that, in the interests of ensuring sustainability
and certainty in their industry, they would implement a “no stun, no deal” policy. Another
serious question concerned the “independent commercial auditing”. Opponents of the live
trade question who would have access to Indonesian abattoirs processing Australian cattle,
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how often inspections would occur and if random audits would be permitted.
Campaigners blame the Meat and Livestock Australia and Live corp, who appear to have failed
to regulate the industry and ensure the welfare of Australian animals, despite receiving
evidence on numerous occasions of animal cruelty over many years. They refuse, however,
to accept responsibility for the events of the last month, continuing to blame animal welfare
organisations and the government.
For much more information, please see:
http://www.liveexportshame.com http://www.banliveexport.com
Quaker Concern for Animals continues to follow this story with great concern,
lobbying the ministers in both Australia and Indonesia and, in company with the Anglican
Society for the Welfare of Animals, Catholic Concern for Animals and the Unitarian
Animal Welfare Society, and with the help of a group in Bali, having a letter published
in the Jakarta Post.
We are also in contact with Mohamed El-Mouelhy, Chairman of the Halal Certification
Authority - Australia, who on June 2 2011 issued a strong statement on slaughter of
animals in Indonesian abattoirs.
He writes:
“This Authority has come to the conclusion that Handlers and Slaughtermen in
Indonesia have no idea about Islamic rules on animal welfare and treatment. Also
the Slaughtermen seen on the ABC report of 30/05/11 seem to either be oblivious
about the rules of Halal slaughter or choose to ignore them.
This Authority would like to remind Majlis Ulama Indonesia (MUI) that the following acts
are forbidden in Islam:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hitting animals on the face or head
Torturing animals with water or other means
Dragging animals on concrete floors
Slashing tendons or breaking tails while animals are alive
Poking, gouging or kicking animals
Letting one animal see another being slaughtered
Letting animals see blood
Slaughtering animals using sawing action
Using a blunt or inadequate knife to slaughter animals.”

All of these horrors were revealed to the Australian public in the ABC Four Corners
programme to which he refers.
Mohamed El-Mouelhy informed us:
“Animals used for food are a gift from the Almighty and we should treat them with kindness.
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Islam has rules that cover every aspect of animal treatment, therefore it came to me as a
shock that Indonesia, the largest Muslim country in the world, has neglected a very important
part of Islam…
It is not the first time that I attack Indonesia for its un-Islamic behaviour and will not be
the last…”
The clerk wrote in her message to him that QCA also lobbies Australian authorities against mulesing.
He continued:
“Unfortunately, mulesing of sheep is not acceptable in Islam either.An animal being slaughtered
for sacrifice must be sane and has no parts broken or missing, including horns. I understand
this is an issue that is about to be sorted but am not sure when.
Almost all animals slaughtered in Australia are slaughtered Halal and are immobilised prior
to slaughter.The method of stunning is of a temporary nature to conform with Islam. Since
animals slaughtered swiftly with a sharp knife do not secrete endorphins, scientifically [this]
means that they do not feel pain after slaughter.Also stunning is not done for humane reasons,
but to reduce the number of animal handlers and speed up the slaughtering procedure.
However, Muslims have accepted stunning that does not injure the animal or permanently
render it immobilised.
Whether animals are stunned in Indonesia or not is immaterial, however the wanton cruelty
to the animals is what concerns me. Please find below the link to the programme that
exposed Indonesia’s underbelly:
http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/special_eds/20110530/cattle/
Please be warned that this is very graphic.
QCA hopes to maintain contact with Mohamed and thanks him and the Authority for their concern
on this grave issue.
The RSPCA position is that live cattle exporters should only ship animals to Indonesian
abattoirs where stunning is used.
http://www.theage.com.au/national/rspca-wants-abattoir-assurances-20110715-1hi5c.html
Stop press: result of vote in Parliament: Animals Australia reported on August 18:
“Federal Parliament was today presented with a historic opportunity to end Australia’s
cruellest trade. Damning evidence and a tide of public outrage has emboldened many Labor
MPs to speak out against the trade in recent months. But today, without a conscience vote
to permit these politicians to vote against party policy, their voices were all silenced.
Despite this result, our efforts are clearly having an impact. Recognising that a ban on live
exports has the support of the public, Andrew Wilkie and The Australian Greens have
announced that they will reintroduce legislation on live export.”
As if the Indonesian cruelty were not enough, yet another investigation reveals evidence
gathered during a recent investigation in Turkey.The footage documents routine practices
in facilities that receive Australian animals - cattle and sheep are hoisted by their hind legs
before having their throats cut whilst fully conscious. www.animalsaustralia.org
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Suzanne Cass, who attended Parliament for the vote, reports:
“Wilkie and Bandt spoke to an almost empty chamber - apart from a couple of hecklers then all the others, both sides, rushed in to vote the Bills down.
Meanwhile, the 31 year old former car carrier the Al Messilah broke down just after leaving
Port Adelaide ten days ago, with 67,000 sheep on board. It was ordered to return to port,
and they are only now getting the sheep off. More than 300 are reportedly already dead.This
ship has an appalling track record of breakdowns and mortalities, and they are reporting that
another ship, the almost as old and every bit as bad Al Shuwaikh is to be sent to Adelaide to
pick up those poor survivors in a couple of weeks.
There are two current enquiries, one is a Senate enquiry, chaired by the farmer Senator Bill
Heffernan and an ‘independent’ review undertaken by a former Indonesian ambassador Bill
Farmer. Neither enquiry, both now closed, has in its terms of reference a ban or phase-out
of the trade:
http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/rat_ctte/live_exports_2011/submissions.htm
http://www.livestockexportreview.gov.au/submissions-received”
NEWS FROM INDIA AND SOUTH EAST ASIA
The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) in India has accepted submissions
from our associate Vasanthi Kumar of STRAW in New Delhi, so lesson plans relating to
empathy towards animals will appear in their manuals.
Vasanthi’s chapter Empathy Towards Animals in Captivity has been included in the Teacher’s
Manual on Life Skills for Classes IX and X.
A chapter on Dog Bites and How to Avoid them has been included in their Revised School
Health Manual.
These manuals will be circulated to over 10,000 schools that are affiliated to CBSE, all over
India and abroad.
STRAW Conducts Animal Welfare Education Workshop for Teachers
Nearly 75 teachers of the Chinmaya Vidyalaya school were sensitized to the need for
Humane and Animal Welfare Education for their students. In response to an invitation by
the school authorities, STRAW conducted this workshop on July 1, 2011, as part of the
school’s regular Teachers’ Training Program before the commencement of the new academic
year 2011 – 12.
Chinmaya Vidyalaya School has invited STRAW to conduct regular Humane and Animal
Welfare Education Programs for classes IV, V and VI for this academic year. STRAW will be
working with their already formed Environmental Clubs to introduce humane and animal
welfare education to the higher classes. The idea is to form Compassionate Children’s Club
whose agenda will be to train children to take up the cause of animals.
www.strawindia.org We strive to plant a seed of compassion towards
animals in the hear ts of young children.
~ QCA congratulates Vasanthi on these important advances in public education.
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Shonita Joshi writes from Hyderabad:
We held an Animal Welfare Week at the Google office from the 28th. February - 4th. March.
The aim of the event was not to make people go vegetarian or vegan or to impose on them
any strong beliefs that we might have. We just wanted people to know what is happening
around us, know the power of their choices and mainly just start talking about animal-related
issues. In the process, we wished to make ourselves aware by conducting extensive research
and going deeper into the topics. My friends and I placed posters on every desk, “Did you
know?” facts behind every bathroom door, and lunch hour movies and stalls promoted the
event. We were expecting about 30-50 people, but we had over 200+ Googlers join in and
it was the most amazing week ever!
On Tuesday, we showed parts of the movie Earthlings and gave a short talk.
Wednesday:- We held a group discussion event and talked about the most controversial topics:
1. Animal sacrifices
2. Problems of animal rehabilitation
3. Extent to which animals can have rights
4. Milk Myth
5. Euthanasia in animals
On Thursday, we held a photography event wherein people could submit their snaps with
a short text in any one of the following categories:
1. Beauty in the beast (wildlife pictures)
2. Mamma, I’m coming home (rescue pictures)
3. Pet Pals (you and your pets)
The finale was the big debate:- Is vegetarianism a sustainable and viable option for mankind?
The whole week, we had people discussing at every table and it was the perfect way to
introduce this issue to people.
EXPLOITATION OF ELEPHANTS
We received a report about Rajni, the elephant cow, whose case the Federation of
Indian Animal Protection Organisations (FIAPO) had been pursuing, along with
member organizations PFA Hyderabad and Blue Cross of Hyderabad.After considerable
background work, a victory was achieved when the High Court ordered a stay on her use in
the Giyarveen Shareef procession in Hyderabad, which was to have taken place on 26 March
2011. The legal intervention was made by People for Animals (PFA) Hyderabad.
Elephants in India have been subjected to immense suffering and torture primarily due to
their stature, grandeur and religious significance. People have used them with ignorance and
without considering their well being. In February 2011, the High Court in Hyderabad gave
permission to hire out an elephant for a procession of Giyarvin Sharif of Hazrat Ghouse – e
– Azam Dastagir from Chilla Mubarak to Charminar on 26th March.The particular elephant
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to be used is housed at the Hyderabad Zoo, but actually owned privately.
The justification the court used for its decision was that it had previously allowed an elephant
to be used in a Bonahi festival and Moharrum.
But Suparna Ganguli, FIAPO Governing Board Member and long time elephant protection
activist through Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation Centre (WRRC), reports that Rajni,
owned by the Nizam Trust, has a history of rogue and dangerous behaviour when in crowds
and among loud frightening noises.
FIAPO brought legal advice through Anjali Sharma of the NOIDA SPCA and one of the
FIAPO governors, through which a strategy was devised to intervene and prevent the use
of Rajni in this procession.
~ Permission to reprint this news, adapted from a report by Faizan Vegan Jaleel, was
granted by Arpan Sharma, FIAPO Convenor.
Campaign for Protection and Welfare of Elephants
The Ministry in India had constituted a Task Force on Project Elephant to recommend measures
for a more effective conservation and management regime for elephants in India. One of the
recommendations the Task Force submitted in 2010 was to reach out to people to improve
conservation and welfare prospects of the elephant.
The Ministry, in partnership with the Wildlife Trust of India (WTI), has recently launched
the nationwide Haathi Mere Saathi (my Friend the Elephant) campaign by unveiling the
campaign mascot, logo and website of the campaign during the Elephant-8 Ministerial
Meeting in New Delhi.
www.fiapo.org
HAPPY OUTCOME FOR A MONKEY IN PERIL
Virat A Singh in the Mumbai Mirror reported that on April 17, traffic police officer Ghanshyam
Shirshat in Thane, Maharashtra state, received a distress call asking him to help rescue a
monkey being chased by dogs.
Shirshat was aware that the Rhesus Macaque monkey could be captured only with the
permission and in the presence of Forest Department staff, but, unable to contact anyone
in the night, asked for help from the municipal dog catching squad.
With some difficulty, the monkey was rescued and taken to the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) centre, where he was found to be weak and running a high
temperature.
Shakuntala Majumdar of Thane SPCA, reported the next day:
“It is our practice, with the knowledge of the Forest Department, to start treatment
immediately. By the time the paperwork was finished the next day, the monkey had
recuperated and was bolting down food. As of today, he is fine and awaits his release.
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Mr. Shirshat, the traffic cop, is a regular at our hospital. He brings in a number of animals to
be treated - and has also kept stray dogs inside his office premises against a lot of opposition
from his seniors.”
He was later presented with a letter and certificate of appreciation by Federation of Indian
Animal Protection Organisations (FIAPO), for being compassionate to animals beyond
his call of duty.
Thane SPCA is an excellent organization, rescuing animals both domesticated and wild. Please
visit: www.thanespca.org
As of May 2011, the water bowl project of IDA India, sponsored and coordinated entirely
by their Managing Committee Member Sarita Raturi of USA is now operational in Pune
city, Delhi, Gurgaon, Noida, Ghaziabad, Chennai and areas of Mumbai, where cows, dogs,
crows and pigeons have ready access to water. In Hyderabad, 150 bowls were installed, with
more on the way.
These water bowls are cleaned and taken care of by local animal lovers and choice of spots
to place them is also made by them, with clear directions that they are not to obstruct
traffic or people walking on pavements or crowded streets.
~ IDA www.idaindia.org
See also Jayanthi’s site at: http://www.eternalenergy.in/causes%20-water%20bowls.html
The Animal Welfare Board of India has issued an advisory stating that the use of glue
traps to catch mice and rats causes unnecessary pain and suffering and hence is in violation
of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1960. It is now an offence under the Act to use
glue traps in India.
Campaigners are working to get the sale, manufacture and import of glue traps banned, as
well to get a total ban on them.
For more information about these traps:
http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/resources/facts/glue_boards.html
The Indian Pest Control Association will be asked to inform their members of the advisory
and direct them to stop the sale and manufacture of glue traps. One company has already
confirmed they will comply with this request.
Thanks to Deepa at ACTAsia for this welcome news. Please note that ‘pest’ controllers in
Britain are allowed to use these abhorrent devices.
Article 51A of the Indian Constitution . . .
“It shall be the duty of every citizen of India . . . to have compassion for all
living creatures . . .”
In the course of our lobbying on the Australian cattle to Indonesia campaign, QCA contacted
the following excellent organisation:
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The Bali Animal Welfare Association (BAWA) is a not-for-profit charity registered in
Indonesia. Its mandate is to relieve suffering, control the population and improve the health
of Bali’s street dogs, while educating the local population in animal welfare.
BAWA supports a fully staffed clinic near Ubud, a 24 hour animal ambulance, a mobile
sterilization clinic, an education program, a puppy adoption program, plus a continually
expanding range of community programs.
BAWA is funded by individual donors and the Bali Street Dog Fund Australia, but urgently
seeks support for its many programs.
BAWA was founded by Janice Girardi, an American resident in Bali for over 30 years, and
leading Indonesian veterinarian Dr. Dewa Made Dharma.
Janice has supported community animal welfare projects in Bali for over 10 years, supporting
many of BAWA’s programs from her own resources. Dr Dharma has practiced and taught
veterinary medicine for many years, while supporting animal welfare organizations. There
is currently an experienced team of 7 Indonesian vets supported by a dedicated team of
nurses and helpers.
This year’s Bali Dog Idol (BDI), hosted by local Yayasan Bali Animal Welfare Association
(BAWA), will harness the opportunity to educate participants and their families in rabies
awareness and prevention. BDI is an interactive animal welfare challenge, open to local
residents who have adopted puppies or dogs from BAWA. Over a six-month period,
contestants are assessed on the care they have taken of their pets – with judging based on
overall health, physical appearance, as well as the dog’s temperament, connection with its
owner and receptiveness to training.
Now in its third year, BDI continues to grow – with 72 contestants competing in this year’s
event on April 3. BAWA founding director Janice Girardi said that Bali Dog Idol represented
BAWA’s most important program – education.
“I truly believe that teaching about concepts of responsible pet ownership and animal welfare
is the only way to ensure a better future for both the people and animals of Bali,” she said.
“Human health is closely linked to animal health – to have a healthy human population, we
need healthy animals. Today is all about celebrating and fostering a better understanding of
the connection between the two.”
MASS VACCINATION AGAINST RABIES
March 31 2011 marked the last anti-rabies injection of the first phase of Bali’s island-wide
mass dog vaccination program.
Preliminary statistics reveal a 48 per cent reduction in human rabies deaths from December
1, 2010 to March 30, 2011, compared with the same period the previous year - proving the
program’s initial success.
In addition, the number of dog rabies cases in Bali has decreased by 45% when comparing
the same two periods.
BAWA played a key assisting role to Bali’s provincial government in this program.
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Bali’s first island-wide vaccination program, which is based on a humane animal welfare
approach, began in October 2010 as a response to Bali’s rabies outbreak.
More than 70 per cent of Bali’s 300,000-strong dog population is now vaccinated against
the disease. Rabid dogs, unvaccinated dogs bitten by a rabid dog and incurably sick dogs are
humanely euthanized.
Janice Girardi said 210,000 dogs are now vaccinated in 4126 banjars across Bali.
“While we celebrate this achievement, we also pay our respects to the people of this island
who have died of rabies,” Girardi said. “While rabies cases are decreasing, all people still
need to remain vigilant and seek post exposure treatment if bitten.”
International scientists, disease control experts and organizations such as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations’
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) also recommend mass vaccination of the animal
reservoir species (in Bali’s case, this is dogs) as the most effective means of controlling and
eradicating rabies.This creates a barrier to the spread of the disease, leading to its eradication.
BAWA received help from funding partner World Society for the Protection of Animals
(WSPA), who provided funds to cover operational expenses and AusAID which provided the
vaccines and other supplies for the program which currently employs more than 400 Balinese
people, with all field staff having been pre-vaccinated to ensure their health and safety.
Girardi said BAWA’s vision was now cast forward to the second phase of vaccinations.“We
are hopeful that the vaccination program will continue until Bali is free of rabies. This may
happen after the second phase, but rabies experts predict a third one may also be required
in 2012.”
Latest good news: the WSPA summer newsletter confirms that they can step down from this project,
as the Balinese government is now carrying out vaccinations themselves.
First comprehensive report on the political and social context for animal welfare
legislation within China
Pei F. Su, Executive Director of ACTAsia writes:
China still has no laws to protect animals. As part of our efforts to promote such legislation
in the country, we have just published our latest study: Changing China.The aim of this report
is to help animal protection organisations to understand the legal system and decisionmaking process in China in order to develop effective lobbying and advocacy strategies for
animal welfare legislation.
This report focuses on the wider political and social context, relevant to the legislative
process and associated procedures.
It includes:
The current political and social environment in China Legislative system - Existing national/
regional legislation and regulations, relevant to animal welfare and enforcement - Relevant
government structures - The process by which legislation is considered - Power and decisionmakers - How decisions are processed - International agreements and participation with
international bodies that influence animal welfare - Factors which influence decisions
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– including potential allies, opponents and targets; events and meetings; opportunities to
move forward.
“Changing China” was presented to national and international animal welfare organisations
at the June 2011 Asia for Animals conference in Chengdu, where it was warmly welcomed.
ACTAsia is very grateful to World Animal Net (www.worldanimal.net) for funding the
research, compilation and distribution of the report.
www.actasia.org
And in South Korea - Korean Animal Protection Law Passed
June 29th, 2011 became a landmark day in Korea due to passage of an Animal Protection
law. The bill’s provisions include:
The 5 freedoms
--Freedom from thirst and hunger
--Freedom from discomfort
--Freedom from pain, injury, and disease
--Freedom to express normal behavior
--Freedom from fear and distress.
A national animal welfare committee will be set up under the Ministry for Food, Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries (MIFAFF).
Humane methods will be employed for the transportation of animals.
Animal testing will go through deliberations of ethic committees.
Punishment stipulations are reinforced, including “up to one year in prison or fines of 10
million KRW”.
Learn more at http://www.careanimalrights.org/?p=143#comment-5
UNITED STATES - Freeing Tony the Tiger
On May 6 2011, Baton Rouge Court Granted a Permanent Injunction, ordering the Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries to stop issuing an illegal permit allowing the incarceration of Tony in Iberville
Parish.
The Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) had requested a permanent injunction against
the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, preventing them from renewing the annual
permit that allows Michael Sandlin, owner of Grosse Tête’s Tiger Truck Stop, to display Tony,
a ten-year-old Siberian-Bengal tiger. When the current permit expires in December 2011,
Sandlin will no longer be able to keep Tony confined as a roadside exhibit at the truck stop
where he has been since 2001, without tiger companions since 2003.The court also assessed
costs against the Department in the case.
In preparation for the day the current permit expires andTony is finally free,ALDF hopes to work
with the Department to find the best possible new home for him, providing recommendations
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for reputable sanctuaries where Tony can live out his life in a peaceful, natural environment,
free from the 24-hour exposure to noise and diesel fumes that have plagued his life to date.
ALDF delivered to the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries over 31,000 signed petitions
urging it to revoke Sandlin’s permit to keep Tony. Joining ALDF as a co-plaintiff in the case is
former Louisiana Representative Warren Triche, who authored the state’s law that led to the
ban on the private ownership of big cats, including tigers.Two other Louisiana residents, also
deeply concerned by Tony’s long-time suffering, are additional co-plaintiffs. The law offices
of Baker, Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell, & Berkowitz, P.C. are providing pro bono assistance
with the lawsuit.
~ Thanks to Lisa Franzetta and Megan Backus, Animal Legal Defense Fund, for allowing
us to use part of their report.
www.aldf.org
Also in this He shewed me a little thing, the quantity of an hazel-nut, in the palm of my hand;
and it was as round as a ball. I looked thereupon with eye of my understanding, and thought:
What may this be? And it was answered generally thus: It is all that is made. I marvelled
how it might last, for methought it might suddenly have fallen to naught for little[ness]. And I
was answered in my understanding: It lasteth, and ever shall [last] for God loveth it. And
so All-thing hath the Being by the love of God.
~ Julian of Norwich c. 1342 – c. 1416 Revered in the Catholic,Anglican and Lutheran
traditions and said to be the patron of cats.

BOOK REVIEWS
Animals and Social Work: a Moral Introduction, by Thomas Ryan (2011)
Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke (hardback, 209 pp.) £50
Animals and Social Work is part of the Animal Ethics Series, which is published in conjunction
with the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics – the first centre of its kind in the world,
using rigorous academic scholarship to put animals on the philosophical agenda. Other titles
in the series have looked at animals with respect to: the law, political theory, equality and
democracy, the popular media, and animal experiments, and there are others in the pipeline
considering human aggression, a new public health paradigm, and sociology. Authors are all
respected academics in their own field.
Thomas Ryan has been a social worker for 18 years in Australia. He sets out here to try and
understand why it is that social work, while caring for the vulnerable humans in society, does
not go further and extend ‘any moral consideration to … other creatures’. Social work cases
are full of accounts of animal neglect/abuse, but it is never made explicit. He observes that,
if social workers do ever feel unease at the treatment of animals with whom they come into
contact, it is generally only because of what that treatment might, and very often does, foretell
about the fate of the vulnerable humans within the same abusive household.
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The audience for the book is clearly social workers and student social workers, which is
not to say that there is nothing of interest to the lay reader, but it is not an easy read. The
first chapter starts with five scenarios, based on real-life casework, in which animals feature
either because the animals themselves have clearly been abused even to the point of death,
or because the humans in the abusive/impossible situations are not willing to abandon their
animals to a male aggressor (in these, as in the majority of cases, it is women who are the
victims). The author then goes on to consider social work and animals within the Western
tradition; this is probably the most interesting and accessible chapter as, in 20 pages, the
author covers religious attitudes to, and Western philosophical thinking on, non-human
animals up to the present day. He makes the obvious point that animals are in exactly the
same position of vulnerability as those humans whom social workers are intending to support
– babies, children, those with learning difficulties, the frail elderly with dementia, etc. However,
there is no help or guidance on the animal abuse dilemma either in any Western country’s
social work code of ethics or in any of the students’ coursework literature – ‘animals are
conspicuous by their absence’.
Making my way through the other four chapters, I have to admit I was struggling. In Chapter
2 Ryan suggests that social workers are not deliberately cruel, but are ignorant or indifferent,
and then examines more closely – from a variety of philosophical standpoints including
relativism, subjectivism, postmodernism and social Darwinism – why humans have found it
acceptable to draw the ‘moral line’ at the edge of our own species.
In Chapter 3 Ryan demolishes the generally accepted view in social work (and, indeed,
society at large) that we humans are so different from animals that we are entitled to exclude
them from the moral community. Again, he explores how social work has arrived at this
place through discussion of more philosophical theories including speciesism, sociobiology,
genetic determinism, and genetic selfishness. He argues cogently that, on the contrary, it is
our similarity to non-humans, specifically our shared capacity to suffer, that requires us to
treat all creatures with respect.
I have no idea whether the author is a Quaker but in Chapter 4, ‘Social Work and Respect
for Individuals’, I felt he was putting an excellent case for ‘that of God in every living being’,
through his argument that animals’ entitlement to consideration is nothing to do with
whether they possess intellect, rationality or a capacity for language, but it is everything to
do with ‘emotional fellowship’.
In the final chapter ‘A Morally Inclusive Social Work’ he returns to the case examples from
Chapter 1 to highlight how ill-equipped are social workers to address the cases of animal abuse
which they encounter on an almost daily basis.‘This in spite of the fact that studies consistently
show a strong correlative relationship between the abuse of human beings and animals.’ Ryan
raises the case (one among many) of Eric Smith, who, having killed a neighbour’s cat when he
was 12 years of age, then went on to kill a 4-year-old boy just one year later. Ryan points out
that, had the animal abuse been taken seriously and had Eric then received some psychiatric
input, the murder of the young child could well have been avoided, but tragically the cat was
considered a mere chattel, and only a minor punishment (he had been made to do some ‘yard
work’ for the neighbour) had been imposed on Eric for taking the cat’s life.
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In an Appendix Ryan sets out ‘An Inclusive Social Work Code of Ethics’, based on the
Australian Association of Social Workers Code of Ethics (1999), but in his version he gives
due consideration to the wellbeing, inherent value, dignity and worth of human and nonhuman individuals. May the day soon come when his Code is accepted and acted upon;
meanwhile, it would be wonderful if his book could at least be on the compulsory reading
list of all social work students – as a long-overdue step in the right direction.
~ Jill Greenway, Sidcot Meeting.
Animal Welfare in Islam by Al-Hafiz Basheer Ahmad Masri, published by the Islamic
Foundation in the U.K. ISBN 13: 978-0-86037-595-1
This is a comprehensive and definitive exposition of Islamic teachings with respect to the
treatment of animals covering all aspects of human-animal interaction: from rearing animals in
the proper manner - as befitting man as the custodian of Nature and guardian of animals - to
ritual slaughter, animal sacrifice and meat-eating. One wishes not only that this gem of a book
would be on The New York Times best-selling list for at least a year; but also that it would be
taught in schools and colleges which offer a course in comparative religion.
The opening chapter deals with such fundamental topics as Islamic juristic rules, practices
such as vivisection and factory farming, animal experimentation, draught animals and the
like, including Quranic sensitivity even to inflicting mental cruelty upon helpless animals.This
is followed by a detailed disquisition pertaining to vegetarianism versus meat-eating as set
forth in Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism, Jainism and so on.
The third chapter deals extensively with the topic of animal sacrifice, again as prevalent among
the practitioners of various belief structures. The book ends with a profound explication
of halal meat and mode of animal slaughter, which of late has been a bone of contention in
Britain and elsewhere.
In the chapter entitled ‘Vegetarianism V/S Meatarianism’, the author meticulously lays out not
only the ravages involved in converting prime agricultural land (especially in less developed
countries) from growing crops to feed humans to growing seeds and cereals to feed ‘food
animals’; but also the nutritional value of meat versus vegetarian alternatives. This admirable
documentation recalls another definitive work, Why You Don’t Need Meat by Peter Cox.
For instance, why are fruit and nuts relatively expensive? Examining the issue of supply and
demand, the author narrates how he and his wife once travelled 70,000 kilometres over
3 days, largely through Islamic countries. They traversed miles of hilly country where fruit
and nuts might easily have been grown; while all that they saw were ‘a few rambling flocks
of sheep and goats.’ (Chapter 2, p. 69)
It is generally thought that Hinduism was influenced by Jainism and Buddhism with respect to
animal sacrifice. However, Satyaraja Dasa (Steven Rosen) of the International Society of Krishna
Consciousness (ISKCON) quotes the Skandha Purana regarding the origins of animal sacrifice
as an exigency brought on by exceptional circumstances in ancient India during a famine. He
says that “…while the rituals were, in fact, ordained by the saints and sages of the Vedic era,
they were never encouraged and always frowned upon.” Thus, while the common people
ate animal flesh during the famine, “….the sages did not, even at the cost of their own lives.
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These sages would rather die, the Purana tells us, than feast on the remains of dead animals.”
Even after the famine subsided, the practice of animal sacrifice and meat-eating continued
simply because it had already been in place; and ritualists would not give up the custom.
Similarly, in the Qur’an, a careful reading and spiritually evolved explication of verses such
as 22:37 and others could lend itself to the interpretation that “…the Quranic approach is
not meant to take animal sacrifice as an end in itself; it is meant to be used as a means to
serve a social need.” (Chapter 3. P. 116)
“It is a very sad fact”, comments Imam Masri elsewhere, “that dogmatism invariably ends
up in defeating the very purpose for which the related doctrine was originally laid down.”
(Chapter 2, p. 79)
Imam Masri (1914-1992), India-born, educated in Lahore and Cairo, served as an outstanding
and popular educationist interacting with African,Asian and European communities. He was
the first Sunni Muslim to serve as Imam of the Shah Jehan mosque in Woking, Surrey, England.
I had the rare good fortune to meet Professor Masri a couple of years before his death,
when he passed through my hometown, Bangalore, in India.To me, he personifies the phrase,
‘scholar and gentleman’. He was one of the finest and wisest men I have known; and as I
remarked earlier, this classic and unexceptionably documented oeuvre should be read far
and wide by both Muslims and others.
~ Vasumathi Krishnasami.
This book was published in collaboration with Compassion in World Farming, who hold
the copyright and kindly let us have a copy.
www.islamic-foundation.org.uk www.ciwf.org.uk
Animal Stories from Qur’an - Qossas el-Hiyawan fil Qur’an
This Egyptian animation TV series – voiced by prominent TV stars - is an ‘edutainment’ for
the holy month of Ramadan. 30 30-minute episodes revolve around the stories of animals
who accompanied prophets and were at their service.
Out of 114 suras, or chapters, that compose the Qur’an, six of them are named after animals
- the cow, the ant, the elephant, the bee, the spider and the cattle.
Ashraf al-Mallakh of Associates Media Production is the producer of this brand
new TV show. He explains that he has had the idea in mind for at least 10 years, and that
the book “Animals in the Glorious Quran,” written by renowned writer Ahmed Bahgat in
1983, gave him the inspiration to produce this cartoon. “This book presents an ideal blend
of Quranic stories and important information on animals’ nature and behavioral patterns.”
The animals were the main themes of miracles in Quranic verses: the Crow was sent by God
to Cain, to show him how to hide his wrong doing and teach him how to bury his brother
Abel, Yunus’ Whale (Jonah’s Whale), Solomon’s Hoopoe and other animals accompanied the
prophets throughout their lives and played a significant role in their stories.
The series depicts religious stories as seen and felt by the animals; these are ordinary dramatic
characters, not bestowed with any holiness, they can be right or wrong, they love and hate,
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and sometimes pray. They laugh and cry, and innocently interact with their surroundings,
with the honesty and purity of their candid reality.
Each episode deals with a single story, interlaced by the narration of the main character, a
shepherd in constant meditation on God’s creation, a devotee of animals who knows how
to speak their language; he knows he can reach their souls even though they know not how
to respond. This intriguing character is closer to a mystical preacher, a wanderer roaming
God’s kingdom, in search of wisdom and consciousness.
Dina Zulfikar, coordinator AWAR group, an Animal Protection Advocate and Member of
Committee, Civil Society and General Organization of Veterinary Services, is convinced that
the poor treatment of animals in the Middle East and Egypt specifically has a lot to do with
a crippled education system that introduces each animal to children as an “it.”
“When you refer to an animal as an ‘it,’ the animal becomes an object not more valuable
than a piece of furniture,” she explains. “I am sure that this TV show will be more effective
than any million-pound awareness campaign for animals, because millions of people will be
watching the program in the evening.”
Al Jazeera in the Gulf, Al-Sumaria TV in Iraq and Malay TV in Malaysia have also purchased the
broadcasting rights. An English version should be completed in three months.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
ECUMENICAL REMEMBRANCE SERVICE – NOVEMBER 13 2O11
A service in the Anglican tradition to acknowledge the sacrifice of all animals
caught up in conflict past and present.
The Animals’ War Memorial, Park Lane, London.
Nearest tube station is Marble Arch.
Officiant: Revd. Fr George Ochola. assisted by The Animals’ Padre.
Everyone welcome - meet at 10.30 a.m. - silence at 11 a.m.
QUAKER CONCERN FOR ANIMALS ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
At Friends’ House, 173, Euston Road, London.
Saturday, May 12 2012.
Full details, including speaker, in our spring newsletter.

Doxology from the Animal Blessing and Animal Advocates Open House of the Unitarian
Universalists of Albuquerque, New Mexico August 7 2011. Sent to us by our good Ffriend
in Albuquerque Meeting Mikki Aronoff.
From all that dwell below the skies
Let songs of hope and faith arise
Let peace, goodwill on earth be sung
Through every land, by every tongue.
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